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To facilitate RNA recombination studies, we tested whether Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which supports brome
mosaic virus (BMV) replication, also supports BMV RNA recombination. Yeast strains expressing BMV RNA
replication proteins 1a and 2apol were engineered to transiently coexpress two independently inducible,
overlapping, nonreplicating derivatives of BMV genomic RNA3. B33 lacked the coat protein gene and
negative-strand RNA promoter. B35 lacked the positive-strand RNA promoter and had the coat gene
replaced by the selectable URA3 gene. After 12 to 72 h of induction, B33 and B35 transcription was
repressed and Ura yeast cells were selected. All Ura cells contained recombinant RNA3 replicons expressing
URA3. Most replicons arose by intermolecular homologous recombination between B33 and B35. Such
recombinants were isolated only when 1a and 2apol were expressed and after transient transcription of both
B33 and B35, showing that recombination occurred at the RNA, not DNA, level. A minority of URA3-
expressing replicons were derived from B35, independently of B33, by 5 truncation and modification,
generating novel positive-strand promoters and demonstrating that BMV can give rise to subgenomic RNA
replicons. Intermolecular B33-B35 recombination occurred only when both parental RNAs bore a func-
tional, cis-acting template recognition and recruitment element targeting viral RNAs to replication complexes.
The results imply that recombination occurred in RNA replication complexes to which parental RNAs were
independently recruited. Moreover, the ability to obtain intermolecular recombinants at precisely measurable,
reproducible frequencies, to control genetic background and induction conditions, and other features of this
system will facilitate further studies of virus and host functions in RNA recombination.
RNA recombination provides a means for major, immediate
changes within viral genomes, thus enabling a virus to modify
or to create new genes or regulatory elements, to borrow them
from other viruses or the host cell, and to reorganize whole
genomes (24, 34). Some of these changes may lead to stable
evolutionary jumps. Accordingly, RNA recombination is a ma-
jor engine of RNA virus evolution and of short-term virus
variability and survival (24).
Despite the scientific and practical importance of RNA re-
combination, many questions remain about its mechanisms.
RNA recombination events most commonly have been sug-
gested to occur via template-switching mechanisms during
RNA replication (22, 24), but substantial evidence also exists
for primer alignment and extension (34) or breakage-rejoining
(13, 14) mechanisms. Such alternate mechanisms are not nec-
essarily mutually exclusive, as indicated by evidence for polio-
virus RNA recombination by template switching (8, 22),
primer alignment and extension (34), and breakage-rejoining
(14) mechanisms. Despite extensive studies of some specific
classes of RNA recombination events, substantial uncertainties
exist about the relative activity of different RNA recombina-
tion pathways, the viral and cellular determinants of their ac-
tivity, and their possible relationships to normal viral replica-
tion processes.
To address such fundamental questions and the experimen-
tal challenges of low-frequency RNA recombination events,
further in vivo experimental systems could be instrumental. We
sought to establish a system to induce and to more sensitively
and precisely measure intermolecular RNA recombination us-
ing brome mosaic virus (BMV) as a model virus and Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae as a host.
BMV is a member of the alphavirus-like superfamily of posi-
tive-strand RNA viruses. The BMV genome is divided into three
RNAs. RNA1 and RNA2 encode replication factors 1a and 2apol,
respectively. 1a anchors the RNA replication complex to endo-
plasmic reticulum membranes, induces the invagination of these
membranes into 50- to 70-nm replication compartments, recruits
viral RNA templates and the polymerase-like 2apol, and provides
a helicase-like domain and RNA capping functions for RNA
synthesis (38, 42). RNA3 is dispensable for RNA replication in
vivo but encodes the noncapsid movement protein 3a and the
single capsid protein, which are required for systemic movement
in infected plants. 3a is translated from RNA3, while the capsid
protein is expressed from a subgenomic mRNA, RNA4 (10). A
250-base intergenic region in RNA3 harbors the promoter for
transcribing subgenomic RNA4 from negative-strand RNA3
(Fig. 1A), making expression of the coat protein, or any genes
replacing it, dependent on RNA3 replication (10). Initiation of
negative-strand RNA synthesis is directed by sequences within
a conserved, 200-nucleotide (nt) tRNA-like region (TLS) at
the 3 end of all three BMV genomic RNAs (11). Similarly,
initiation of positive-strand synthesis requires 5-proximal
noncoding sequences (untranslated regions [UTR]) (11, 15,
17). RNA3 replication additionally requires an 150-nt sub-
set of the 250-base intergenic region (42). This template
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recruitment element (RE) (Fig. 1) is recognized by 1a to
recruit RNA3 to the membrane-associated RNA replication
compartments (38, 42).
BMV RNA recombination has been demonstrated (3) and
studied in whole plants (29) and in plant cell protoplasts (18)
and has been used as a model system to study the mechanisms
of both homologous and nonhomologous recombination (29).
BMV directs RNA replication and encapsidation not only in
its natural plant hosts but also in yeast (17, 38). As in studies of
many cellular processes, yeast provides multiple advantages for
studying viral replication, including the ability to study the
contributions of viral and host functions (23) and to apply
strong selections to large yeast populations to detect low-fre-
quency events such as RNA recombination. To test if yeast
also supported BMV RNA recombination and to access
yeast advantages for recombination studies, here we report
the establishment of a system for controlled induction and
precise measurement of BMV RNA3 recombination in
yeast, provide the first demonstration of intermolecular
RNA recombination in yeast, show that recombination in
this system is a by-product of RNA replication, and use this
system to reveal the required roles of the template recruit-
ment element in intermolecular RNA recombination. We
also demonstrate reproducible recovery of subgenomic
RNA replicons from larger parental RNAs a process previ-
ously not demonstrated for BMV.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast. YPH500 (MAT ura3-52 lys2-801 ade2-101 trp1-63 his3-200 leu2-1) was
used in all experiments. Cultures were grown at 30°C in defined synthetic me-
dium containing 2% galactose or 2% glucose. Relevant amino acids were omitted
to select for plasmids (19).
Plasmids. BMV RNA replication proteins 1a and 2apol were expressed from
pB1CT19 and pB2CT15, expressing HIS3 and LEU2 selectable markers, respec-
tively (20). When either was omitted, pRS313 (HIS3) or pRS315 (LEU2)
“empty” markers (40) were transformed into yeast to allow growth of all cultures
in the same medium. Plasmids containing RNA3 derivatives were based on
pB3URA3 (Fig. 1A), which contains the TRP1 marker and a full-length RNA3
cDNA between the GAL1 promoter and a self-cleaving hepatitis delta virus
ribozyme with the coat gene replaced by URA3 (17). Plasmids expressing RNA3
derivatives from the CUP1 promoter had the LYS2 marker to simultaneously
select for two RNA3-encoding plasmids. No empty TRP1 or LYS2 markers were
used when RNA3-encoding plasmids were omitted.
Standard procedures were used for all DNA manipulations (37). When nec-
essary, 5 overhangs were filled in with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase
I, and 3 overhangs were blunted with T4 DNA polymerase. Plasmids were
verified by restriction digestion and sequencing. Laboratory plasmid designations
are given in parentheses.
pB35 (pB3HGR1). The EcoRI-ClaI fragment of pB3URA3 (17) was re-
placed with the EcoRI-BstBI fragment from pB2YT2 (M. Ishikawa and P.
Ahlquist, unpublished results).
pB33 (pB3HGR3). pB3HGR2 was made by inserting the EcoRI-PstI frag-
ment from pB3URA3 into pJBCLYS21 (J. den Boon and P. Ahlquist, unpub-
lished results), creating a plasmid equivalent to pB3URA3 with LYS2 instead of
TRP1. To make pB33, the EcoRI-SacI fragment of pB3HGR2 was replaced
with the EcoRI-BglII fragment from pB3VG1 (23).
pB3BoxB5 (pB3HGR17). The BglII-PstI fragment of pB3MS26 (42) was
replaced with the equivalent piece from pB3URA3, generating pHGR11.
pHGR12 was made by replacing the EcoRI-BglII fragment of pHGR11 with the
equivalent piece from pB35. To make pHGR13, the PflMI-BglII fragment of
pHGR12 was replaced with the equivalent piece from pB3MS46 (42). The
BglII-BamHI fragment from pB3MS142 (42) was inserted into the BglII site of
pHGR13, generating pHGR16. To make pHGR17, the EcoRI-NcoI fragment of
pB35 was replaced with the equivalent piece from pHGR16.
pB3BoxB3 (pB3HGR22). The EcoRI-PstI fragment from pB33 replaced
the equivalent piece on pHGR11, generating pHGR19. The ClaI-PpuMI frag-
ment on pHGR19 was replaced with the equivalent piece from pHGR24, gen-
erating pHGR21. pHGR24 is a derivative of pB3URA3 with a box B deletion as
described for pB3MS142 (42), made by replacing the PflMI-NcoI fragment of
pB3URA3 with the equivalent piece from pHGR17. To make pB3B3, the
EcoRI-PstI fragment of pB33 was replaced with the equivalent fragment from
pHGR21.
pB33IR (pB3HGR7). The ClaI-AfeI fragment of pB33 was replaced
with a ClaI-AfeI-digested PCR fragment generated using d(GACTACCAACG
CAATATGGATTGTCAGAATC) and d(AGCGCTCGGATTTACCTATTTA
ATTCTAAGCG) with pB3URA3 as a template. Next, the AfeI-PstI fragment
was replaced with the AfeI-PstI-digested PCR fragment generated using d(CG
ACGCAGCGCTAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGATCCGG) and d(GCTATG
ACCATGATTACGC) with pB33 as a template.
Nested deletions of pB35. pHGR110 was made by digesting pHGR12 with
HindIII and religating. 5-terminal deletions were made on pHGR110 and
moved into pB35. To make pB3817 (pHGR111), the PstI-PflMI fragment of
pHGR110 was removed, the plasmid religated, and the resulting EcoRI-AfeI
fragment used to replace the corresponding fragment of pB35. To make the
other deletions, pHGR110 was digested with PstI, blunted, digested with ApaI,
and ligated to PCR products made using pB35 as a template. Oligonucleotide
1976, containing an ApaI site, [d(GGTTCCTTTGTTACTTCTTCTGCCGCCT
GCTTCAAACCGCT)] was a common leftward primer. The rightward primer
was specific for each construct. The sequence and restriction site used are as
follows: pB3909 (pHGR112), d(GCGCGCGTTTAAACGCTCTCGGCAGA
GGTGT) (DraI); pB3947 (pHGR113),d(GCGCGCGTTTAAACCGCGTCA
TCTGTCGCTGGAC) (DraI); pB3997 (pHGR114), d(GCGCGCTTTAAAT
FIG. 1. (A) DNA-dependent initiation of B3URA3 replication and
subgenomic mRNA transcription. The bracketed region represents a
cDNA copy of B3URA3. Single lines represent noncoding regions, and
the labeled boxes represent the 3a gene, the URA3 gene, the template
RE, the subgenomic RNA4 promoter (SG), and the 3 TLS. Flanking
regions represent a 5-linked GAL1 promoter and 3-linked hepatitis
delta ribozyme. (B) Nonreplicable, overlapping B3URA3 derivatives
used as recombination partners. B33 and B35 RNAs were tran-
scribed in vivo from plasmids carrying the inducible CUP1 or GAL1
promoter, respectively. B33 lacks the coat protein gene and the 3
TLS. The 3 end is formed by the ADH1 polyadenylation signal (An).
B35 has the wt RNA3 5 UTR and the first half of the 3a coding
sequence replaced by the GAL1 leader sequence. B33 and B35
share 0.618 kb of overlapping sequence indicated between vertical
dashed lines. Homologous recombination within this common region
would generate B3URA3. Sequences used for making parental RNA-
specific or common probes for Northern blotting are indicated at the
bottom.
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AGGTAAATCCGGTCTAACAAG) (DraI); pB31003 (pHGR115), d(GTCCT
ACGCTTAGAATTAAATACGTAAATCCG) (SnaBI); pB31042 (pHGR116),
d(GCGCGCTTTAAAGCAAGCTGGGGAGACCCCC) (DraI). Deletions were
moved into pB35 as EcoRI-AfeI fragments. To make pB31083 (pHGR117), the
PstI-AfeI fragment of pHGR110 was removed and the vector religated. The result-
ing EcoRI-ApaI fragment was moved into pB35.
Internal deletions of pB35. A two-step cloning process was needed.
pB351004-1042 (pHGR107) was made by removing the PflMI-AfeI fragment
on pB35. A PCR-generated fragment [oligonucleotide 2098, d(TAACCACT
TTAACTAATACTTTCAACA) and d(CGACGCAGCGCTATTTAATTCTA
AGCGTAGGACTGG)] was used as an insert after PflMI-AfeI digestion. On
the resulting construct, the AfeI-ApaI fragment was replaced with a PCR-gen-
erated insert [oligonucleotide d(GCGCGCTTTAAAGCAAGCTGGGGAGAC
CCCC) and oligonucleotide 1976] after DraI-ApaI digestion. The same ap-
proach was used for making pB35971-1042 (pHGR108) and pB35931-
1042 (pHGR109), except that the oligonucleotides used for making the first PCR
fragments were different. Oligonucleotides 2098 and d(GCGCGTAGCGCTTC
ACACCTCTGCCGAGAGCGG) were used for making the first insert corre-
sponding to pHGR108. Oligonucleotides 2098 and d(GCGCGTAGCGCTAAG
CGTAGGACTGGACACAG) were used for making the first insert
corresponding to pHGR109. pB35 was used as the template.
Transient induction of transcription and screening for Ura cells. Induction
cultures (8 ml) and controls were inoculated to an A600 optical density (OD) of
0.002. Transcription of parental RNAs was controlled by the carbon source (2%
glucose or 2% galactose) and 0 or 500 M CuSO4 in uracil-amended liquid
media. Transcription was repressed after 9 to 10 generations. Faster-growing
cultures in glucose were incubated for 36 to 48 h, while slower-growing galactose
cultures were incubated for 72 h. Transcription was repressed by diluting the
induced cultures to an A600 OD of 0.05 in media lacking uracil and copper and
with glucose as the only carbon source. Repression cultures were incubated for
2 h and further diluted 2-fold (OD  0.025) and 100-fold (OD  0.0005). Ura
cells were identified by selecting for colony formation on solid media lacking
uracil. For every treatment, 0.1 ml of the twofold-diluted repression culture (OD
 0.025) was spread onto each of 10 plates lacking uracil. In parallel, 200 l of
the final dilution (OD  0.0005) was spread onto two uracil-amended plates to
determine the total number of cells present. In both cases, selection for the
plasmids encoding BMV replication proteins 1a and 2apol was maintained.
Frequency of recombination per cell per yeast generation. The experiment was
conducted as described above, except that transcription was transiently induced
for 0, 12, 24, 48, or 72 h. At each time point, the optical density of the culture was
determined to estimate the number of yeast generations that had been formed.
To ensure that all cultures remained in exponential-phase growth throughout,
cultures harvested after 12 and 24 h of transcription were started at an OD of 0.3,
while those harvested after 48 and 72 h were started at an OD of 0.002.
RNA extraction and analysis. Induction cultures and all Ura colonies were
individually grown in 8-ml volumes. RNA extraction and Northern blot analysis
were performed as described previously (20). Parental RNAs and RNA recom-
binants were detected with strand-specific 32P-labeled RNA probes transcribed
in vitro. Plasmid MJUR1 (20) was used as a template for making probes to detect
positive-strand (linearized with EcoRI and transcribed with T7 RNA polymer-
ase) or negative-strand (linearized with HindIII and transcribed with SP6 RNA
polymerase) URA3 sequences. Plasmid HGR80 was used as a template for
making probes to detect positive-strand (linearized with HindIII and transcribed
with SP6) and negative-strand (linearized with EcoRI and transcribed with T7
RNA polymerase) sequences corresponding to the 3-terminal half of the BMV
3a open reading frame (ORF) (3 3a), which is common to all parental RNAs. A
PCR-generated template was used for making probes (5 3a) targeting sequences
exclusively present on pB33 and its derivatives (Fig. 1). Such a DNA fragment
was generated using pB3URA3 as a template and oligonucleotides d(CAGAG
ATGCATAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAATGTCTAACATAGTTTCT
CCC) and d(CCAAGCCTTCATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGAGATTCCTAC
CGCTATCACCGCCG). Probes to detect positive or negative strands were
made using T3 or T7 RNA polymerase, respectively.
Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR cloning and sequencing of wild-type-size
RNAs. Three micrograms of DNase I-treated total RNA was used for reverse
transcription. Full-length cDNA was made using primers that target the wild-
type (wt) 3 UTR [d(CTTTTAGAGATTTACAGTGT)] and 5 UTR [d(GCG
CTACGTAAAATACCAACTAATTCTCGTTCGATT)] of BMV RNA3. The
latter oligonucleotide introduces a SnaBI site for cloning purposes. PCR prod-
ucts were digested with SnaBI and ApaI before being ligated into SnaBI-ApaI-
digested pB3HGR5. Thus, cloning and sequencing included the region from the
5 UTR to the ApaI site of URA3. Plasmid B3HGR5 is a derivative of pB3URA3
lacking the 5 half of the 3a ORF, the entire intergenic region, and the 3-
terminal quarter of the URA3 ORF. pB3HGR5 was made by removing the
ClaI-NcoI fragment from pB3URA3, blunting the ends, and religating.
Total RNA from wt yeast and from yeast replicating B3URA3 were used as
negative and positive controls, respectively. To test for the artificial formation of
recombinants during RT-PCR, total RNA from yeast expressing either B33 or
B35 and a mixture of such RNA preparations were included in the analysis.
Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE). Twenty micrograms of total RNA
was dephosphorylated and decapped using calf intestinal phosphatase and to-
bacco acidic pyrophosphatase, respectively, using the Invitrogen GeneRacer kit
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Anchor RNA oligonucleotide (ACUG
ACAUGGACUGAAGGAGUAUACGUA) was ligated to decapped RNA us-
ing T4 RNA ligase. Reverse transcription was carried out using oligonucleotide
d(CTTTTAGAGATTTACAGTGT), which targets the 3 UTR of BMV RNA3.
First-strand DNA was PCR amplified using oligonucleotide d(GGTTCCTTTG
TTACTTCTTCTGCCGCCTGCTTCAAACCGCT), which targets the URA3
gene 12 nt downstream of the ApaI site, and an oligonucleotide [d(GAGGAC
ACTGACATGGACTGAAGGAGTATACGTA)] whose target is the RNA an-
chor sequence on the first-strand DNA and which introduces a SnaBI site. DNA
products were digested with SnaBI and ApaI and ligated into pB3HGR5. PCR
amplification, cloning, and sequencing included the region from the unknown 5
end to the ApaI site in URA3.
As negative and positive controls, total RNA from wt yeast and yeast repli-
cating wt B3URA3 were used, respectively. To account for the formation of
recombinants during RT-PCR, total RNA from yeast expressing either B33 or
B35 and a mixture of such RNA preparations were analyzed in parallel. An
additional set of controls was established by not providing the RNA anchor to
the RNAs described above and to the RNA samples of interest. Further details
are provided in Results.
Plasmid recovery. Plasmids were recovered from Ura yeast as described
previously (35). DNA was treated with SmaI to digest plasmids encoding repli-
cation proteins 1a and 2apol while preserving plasmids encoding RNA3 deriva-
tives. Escherichia coli was transformed, and DNA was miniprepped for 4 to 10
independent colonies. Miniprep DNA was digested with EcoRI and PflMI.
pB1CT19, pB2CT15, pB35, and pB33 were used as controls.
Frequencies of recombination and transmission per cell generation. If F is the
fraction of cells per generation that acquired a Ura phenotype by recombina-
tion and  is the transmittal efficiency of RNA replicons to daughter cells at each
cell division in the absence of selection, then the fraction of cells that harbor
recombinants after N generations, R(N), is given by:
R	N

n1
N
Fn F
n1
N
n (1)
where each of the N terms in the summation represents the generation of new
recombinants and their subsequent survival rate, determined by , during the
successive n generations of the induction period. Specifically, for each value of n,
the corresponding term represents those recombinants that arose at frequency F
in the nth generation before the culture was sampled and that survived trans-
mission through n further cell divisions at a cumulative transmission efficiency of
n to be present in the final sample.
For the large cell numbers and unsynchronized cultures of these experiments,
equation 1 can be replaced by the continuous expression:
R	N
 F
0
N
ndn (2)
whose solution is
R	N

F
ln	
N 1
 (3)
Based on equation 3, one can solve for  using
R	 j

R	i


	1 j 

	1 i
 (4)
and
F
ln · R	N

	N 1
 (5)
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RESULTS
Inducible BMV RNA recombination in yeast. Yeast strain
YPH500 is unable to grow in medium lacking uracil (Ura)
due to a nonreverting mutation of the URA3 uracil biosynthesis
gene (36). However, YPH500 yeast expressing BMV RNA
replication proteins 1a and 2apol (hereafter 1a2a yeast) be-
come Ura when transfection or transient induction of plas-
mid transcription is used to introduce B3URA3, a BMV
RNA3 derivative with the coat protein ORF replaced by the
URA3 ORF. In 1a2a yeast, B3URA3 is maintained as a plas-
mid-independent RNA replicon and expresses URA3 via a
subgenomic RNA, allowing the formation of colonies on me-
dium lacking uracil (17, 20) (Fig. 1A).
To test for RNA recombination, we generated plasmids that
transiently express two overlapping, nonreplicable deletion de-
rivatives of B3URA3, whose homologous recombination could
generate B3URA3 and the Ura phenotype (Fig. 1B). RNA
B33 lacked the 3 half of B3URA3, including the URA3 gene
and the promoter for negative-strand RNA synthesis (6). RNA
B35 retained the 3 two-thirds of B3URA3, including the
URA3 gene and 3 tRNA-like sequence, but substituted the
yeast GAL1 mRNA leader for the 5 third of RNA3, including
half of the 3a gene and the promoter for positive-strand RNA
synthesis (11, 17). URA3 in this 3 position cannot be translated
from B35 but only from a subgenomic mRNA (RNA4) pro-
duced by a replicating RNA3 (Fig. 1A) (17). To provide a
target for homologous RNA recombination, B33 and B35
have identical overlapping sequences of 618 nt (Fig. 1B).
To allow transient expression of B33, B35, or both on
demand, B33 was expressed from the copper-inducible
CUP1 promoter, while B35 was expressed from the galac-
tose-inducible, glucose-repressible GAL1 promoter (Fig. 1B).
As intended, treating yeast carrying both plasmids with CuSO4,
galactose, or both induced transcription of B33, B35, or
both (Fig. 2). When yeast were transferred to medium lacking
copper and with glucose instead of galactose, the nonreplicable
B33 and B35 transcripts rapidly decayed and were lost
(data not shown) as described previously for other RNA3 de-
rivatives (42).
To assay for RNA recombinants, B33 and B35 transcrip-
tion were induced separately or together in yeast constitutively
expressing BMV RNA replication proteins 1a and 2apol. After
inducing transcription for 72 h (9 to 10 yeast generations) in
medium containing uracil, B33 and B35 transcription was
repressed and previously accumulated uracil was depleted by in-
cubating the cells for 2 h in liquid medium lacking uracil and
copper and with glucose as the only carbon source. An average of
100,000 cells (Fig. 3) was spread onto solid medium lacking uracil
to select for cells that had acquired a Ura phenotype, as by
recombinational generation of B3URA3. All recombination as-
says were repeated multiple times with consistent results. Figure
3 reports the results of three independent repetitions of the assay
per condition tested.
After B33 and B35 were transiently coinduced in 1a2a
yeast, 0.11 to 0.16% of total cells became Ura (Fig. 3, con-
dition 2). Passaging showed that these cells remained Ura
indefinitely in the absence of further pB33 and pB35 tran-
scription and after loss of both pB33 and pB35 plasmids
following growth in the absence of plasmid selection. Below we
show that each Ura cell line contained a recombinant RNA3
that was maintained as a plasmid-independent RNA replicon
and that expressed URA3 via the expected subgenomic mRNA.
Even prior to direct RNA analysis, the Fig. 3 results revealed
important points about these Ura cells. For example, Ura
cells in principle might have arisen by DNA recombination
between the intact URA3 ORF in pB35 and the insertionally
inactivated yeast chromosomal ura3-52 allele in YPH500 (36),
or another DNA site, to generate a functional URA3 allele.
However, when 1a and 2apol were omitted, no Ura cells were
found (Fig. 3, condition 1). Thus, the Ura phenotype de-
pended on BMV RNA replication functions, which is incon-
sistent with direct URA3 expression from DNA. Moreover,
when neither pB33 nor pB35 was induced, no Ura cells
arose even in the presence of 1a and 2apol (Fig. 3, condition 4),
showing that acquisition of the Ura phenotype also depended
on transient expression of parental RNA transcripts.
Recombination between pB33 and pB35 (Fig. 1B)
could generate an intact B3URA3 cDNA linked to the CUP1
promoter (Fig. 1B) and so transcribed to initiate B3URA3
RNA replication and URA3 expression upon addition of cop-
per. However, no Ura cells were found when copper was
FIG. 2. Accumulation of B35 and B33 in 1a2a yeast after
transcription for 72 h in media containing or lacking galactose and
copper. Three micrograms of total RNA was fractionated in 1% de-
naturing agarose gels. Positive- and negative-strand RNA sequences
were detected with the indicated 32P-labeled parental RNA-specific or
common RNA probes (Fig. 1B). B3URA3 was used as a size marker
(2,406 nt). Black arrowheads mark the location of B35 transcript
that has not been cleaved by the ribozyme (2,500 nt) (Fig. 1B). Open
arrowheads indicate a background band (1,200 nt) formed by pre-
mature termination of DNA-dependent transcription (42). B35
(1,822 nt) and B33 (1,800 nt) transcript RNAs are indicated to
the left of each panel. Basal transcription of B33 in the absence of
copper is just visible in lanes 1 and 3. The bottom panel shows
ethidium bromide staining of 18S rRNA in the same samples.
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added to induce the CUP1 promoter without galactose to in-
duce the GAL1 promoter of pB35 (Fig. 3, condition 5).
Moreover, the recombinant plasmid would be dicentric and
unstable (28), and only unaltered pB33 and pB35 were
recoverable from Ura cells.
Intriguingly, when galactose was added to induce B35
transcription, but copper induction of B33 was omitted,
Ura cells were detected at a frequency of 0.03 to 0.06% of
total cells (Fig. 3, condition 3). These Ura cells did not result
from low basal transcription of B33 without added copper
(Fig. 2, lanes 1 and 3), since after B35 induction, similar
levels of Ura cells were consistently detected with or without
pB33 (Fig. 3, conditions 3 and 7). Thus, B35 was necessary
and sufficient to form Ura colonies at a low frequency in
1a2a yeast.
Detection of consistent levels of Ura cells from yeast ex-
pressing B35 and B33 and lower levels of Ura cells from
yeast expressing only B35 implied two different classes of
genetic events. Below we show that these corresponded to
homologous intermolecular RNA recombinants and functional
but further truncated RNA3 replicons with in vivo-generated
5 ends that supported positive-strand RNA synthesis.
Homologous intermolecular RNA recombination products.
Ura colonies obtained after transient coinduction of pB35
and pB33 transcription were grown in liquid medium lacking
uracil, to maintain selection for Ura cells, and lacking galac-
tose or copper, to block further transcription from the GAL1
and CUP1 promoters. Total RNA was extracted and analyzed
by Northern blotting with URA3 and 5 3a probes specific to
parental RNAs B35and B33, respectively (Fig. 1B). The
430 Ura colonies from three independent coinduction exper-
iments fell into one of two classes. One class contained RNAs
of a size matching that of B3URA3 and that hybridized with
both parental RNA-specific probes (Fig. 4A, lanes 1 and 3).
The second class contained RNAs that were only 250 nt
longer than subgenomic RNA4 and hybridized to a URA3
probe but not to a 5 3a probe or to a common probe (Fig. 4A,
lane 2). These short URA3-hybridizing RNAs are hereafter
designated sURA3 RNAs.
Both B3URA3-like and sURA3 RNAs were present in pos-
itive- and negative-strand forms (Fig. 4A, top and middle pan-
els), as expected for replicating RNAs and consistent with the
1a plus 2apol dependence of the Ura phenotype and RNA
persistence after the loss of both pB33 and pB35 plasmids
(above). Consistent with the Ura phenotype, both classes of
RNAs also produced a positive-strand RNA band coelectro-
phoresing with the URA3-expressing subgenomic mRNA,
RNA4, of B3URA3 (Fig. 4A and B, upper panels).
URA3-hybridizing RNAs similar to wt B3URA3 (Fig. 4A,
lanes 1 and 2) were found at a frequency of 0.07 to 0.10% of
the total yeast population (Fig. 3, condition 2), representing
60% or more of the Ura colonies obtained. Recombinant
RNAs in this class from 5 independently selected Ura colo-
nies obtained from three independent inductions were cloned
and sequenced from the 5 end through the ApaI site of URA3.
Consistent with the hybridization of these RNAs to both
B35- and B33-specific probes (Fig. 4A), sequencing results
showed in all cases that the full wt B3URA3 sequence was
restored. Thus, such RNAs were the result of intermolecular,
homologous recombination between parental RNAs B35
and B33.
Generation of sURA3 replicons from nonreplicating B35.
After transiently inducing B35 and B33 (Fig. 3, condition 2),
186 of 430 Ura colonies analyzed by Northern blotting (0.04 to
FIG. 3. Frequency of Ura cells, RNA recombination, and formation of sURA3 RNAs. The presence () or absence () of BMV replication
proteins 1a and 2apol and plasmids encoding parental RNAs is indicated. The histogram shows the averages and standard errors corresponding to
results from three independent repetitions of the experiment. The number of relevant events found is indicated in parentheses. The corresponding
number of cells plated is indicated. Black bars represent the percentage of cells that acquired the Ura phenotype and harbored either an
intermolecular B3URA3 RNA recombinant (gray bar) or an sURA3 RNA (white bars).
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0.07% of total cells) contained the sURA3 class of small RNA
replicons that hybridized to a URA3 probe but not to probes
specific for B33 or the 3 3a coding region common to both
parental RNAs (Fig. 4A, lane 2). Similarly, after transient expres-
sion of B35 in 1a2a yeast lacking pB33 (Fig. 3, condition 7),
126 Ura colonies were isolated in three independent inductions
(0.03 to 0.04% of total cells), and all contained equivalent sURA3
RNA replicons in positive- and negative-strand form (Fig. 4B).
These results confirmed that B35 was necessary and sufficient
to form sURA3 RNAs.
As noted above, B35 RNA has the intergenic RE se-
quences required to recruit RNA templates to the replication
complex (42), the 3 tRNA-like sequence required to initiate
negative strand synthesis (6), and the subgenomic mRNA pro-
moter required to express URA3 (17) but cannot replicate
because it lacks 5 sequences required for RNA polymerase-
dependent positive-strand RNA synthesis (15) (Fig. 1B). In-
deed, negative-strand B35 RNA3 accumulated to significant
levels when yeast was grown in galactose (Fig. 2, lower panel).
Thus, the consistent recovery of Ura colonies containing
sURA3 RNA replicons after transiently inducing nonrepli-
cable B35 RNA suggested that sURA3 RNAs represented
B35 derivatives whose 5 ends had been modified to acquire
or form a functional positive-strand promoter.
The sequence at the 5 end of recombinant RNAs was de-
termined by 5 RACE (43) for five sURA3 RNA-containing
Ura colonies obtained after transiently inducing both B35
and B33. cDNA synthesis was initiated with an oligonucle-
otide primer specific for the BMV 3 tRNA-like region. To
allow subsequent in vivo functional testing of the cloned se-
quences, the sURA3 cDNA products were cloned into a yeast
shuttle vector that fused the 5 end of each full-length sURA3
cDNA to the GAL1 promoter and reconstituted the full BMV
3 end linked to a self-cleaving ribozyme for in vivo 3 end
formation as in pB3URA3 (Fig. 1A).
For each of the five sURA3-containing yeast colonies ana-
lyzed, five cDNA clones were sequenced, each from a different
E. coli colony. In each case, all sURA3 cDNA clones from a
single Ura yeast colony were identical, while the sequences
from different Ura yeast colonies were similar but unique
(Fig. 4C). Consistent with their size and failure to hybridize to
5 3a or 3 3a probes, each sURA3 RNA was a B35 deriv-
ative from which nearly all 3a ORF sequences were deleted.
Specifically, each sURA3 RNA contained the last 7 to 13 nt of
the 3a ORF and all downstream sequences of B35, preceded
by an additional 5 terminal G, GU, or AU (Fig. 4C). Since the
clones were obtained using a 5 RACE protocol (43) that
selectively targets 5-capped RNAs, we conclude that the
sURA3 RNAs were capped. Loss of 3a sequences from
sURA3 replicons is consistent with prior findings that the 3a
ORF is dispensable for RNA3 replication in plant cells and
yeast (10, 16).
FIG. 4. Sample Northern blot analyses of URA3-expressing BMV RNA replicons in cells that acquired a Ura phenotype. Positive- and
negative-strand RNAs were detected with 32P-labeled probes as indicated in Fig. 2. wt B3URA3 was included as a size marker. (A) Examples of
the two classes of RNA progeny detected in Ura cells obtained after transcription of both B33 and B35. Homologous intermolecular
recombination products (lanes 1 and 3) matched the size of B3URA3 and were detected with both parental RNA-specific probes. sURA3 RNAs
(lane 2) were only slightly longer than RNA4 and failed to hybridize to probes targeting 3a sequences. Open arrowheads point to sURA3 of both
positive and negative polarity detected with URA3 probes. (B) sURA3 RNAs obtained after transcription of B35 alone in the absence of pB33.
(C) Nucleotide sequences at the 5 end of sURA3 RNAs aligned with the 3 end of the 3a ORF in B3URA3 and B35. The 3a stop codon is
underlined. The in vivo-generated 5 ends consisted of the last 7 to 11 nucleotides from the 3a ORF and all downstream sequences of B35. An
additional G, GU, or AU was present at the extreme 5 end (indicated by a box). For clone number 4, nucleotide 5 (bracketed) was a U-to-A
substitution. Sequences derived from the 3a ORF are shown in boldface type. (D) 5 ends of sURA3 RNAs aligned with the 5 end of wt RNA3.
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In conjunction with the ability of these sURA3 5 ends to
support RNA replication, the first 33 nt of the intergenic re-
gion share considerable sequence similarity with the wt RNA3
5 end (Fig. 4D). The same intergenic sequences contain three
adjacent regions (overlined in Fig. 4D) with similarity to the
box B consensus sequence GGUUCAAUYC. This box B con-
sensus sequence is also present at nt 17 to 26 of the BMV
RNA2 5 end, where its complement functions in the negative
strand as an important determinant of positive-strand initia-
tion (41).
Parallel analysis of RNA from yeast expressing B3URA3 or
B35 produced only cDNA clones with the expected 5 ends
of B3URA3 or the 5 GAL1 leader, respectively. To rule out
generation of recombinant sequences or novel RNA ends in
vitro, we applied the same RACE procedure to a mixture of
total RNAs from two yeast cultures, one expressing B35 and
the other expressing B33. As expected from the use of a
cDNA primer to the BMV 3 tRNA-like region, this produced
only cDNA clones with the 5 GAL1 leader sequences of
B35. Additionally, the RNA anchor (see Materials and
Methods) was not included in another control set of RNA
samples, including wt B3URA3, homologous recombinant
RNAs, sURA3, B35, and a mixture of B35 and B33
RNAs. No DNA was obtained after PCR amplification, con-
firming participation of the ligated RNA anchor and showing
that the novel 5 ends found in the sURA3 cDNA clones (Fig.
4C) were specific to sURA3 replicon-containing Ura cells.
Cloned sURA3 RNAs initiated and were maintained
through RNA replication. To test the functionality of the
cloned sURA3 RNAs, we measured their ability to replicate
and support Ura colony formation after being launched by
transient transcription from a plasmid vector. Ura yeast cells
were transformed with 1a, 2apol, and plasmids containing
cDNA copies of the sURA3 recombinants under control of the
GAL1 promoter. For each of the five independently isolated
sURA3 sequences (Fig. 4C), three independent yeast transfor-
mants were grown in galactose medium to transiently induce
sURA3 transcription for 72 h. The frequency of Ura cells was
determined by colony formation in the absence of uracil as
described for recombination experiments, except that only
1,200 cells were plated per induction culture.
As shown in Fig. 5A, 19 to 27% of such cells became Ura,
similar to the 25% efficiency of yeast expressing 1a and 2apol
and full-length B3URA3 with the wt RNA3 5 end. For
B3URA3 and each of the five sURA3 sequences analyzed,
total RNA from five representative Ura colonies was isolated
from cultures grown in glucose liquid medium lacking uracil
and analyzed by Northern blotting. All maintained positive-
and negative-strand forms of the B3URA3 or sURA3 RNA
replicons and expressed a subgenomic URA3 mRNA, RNA4
(Fig. 5B). Moreover, after continuing growth in glucose as
plasmid-independent RNA replicons, the sURA3 replicon
RNA sizes remained stable.
Yeast containing sURA3 replicons accumulated only 18 to
FIG. 5. (A) Percentage of 1a2a yeast cells that acquired a Ura
phenotype after transcription for 72 h of wt B3URA3 or the sURA3
RNAs indicated in Fig. 4A. The histogram shows the averages and
standard errors of results from three independent inductions. (B) Pos-
itive- and negative-strand RNA accumulation in yeast replicating wt
B3URA3 or sURA3 RNAs. A URA3 probe of both polarities was
used. The Northern blot shows only two samples, however, for each
sURA3 cloned. Five Ura colonies were grown under uracil selection,
and the RNA was extracted and analyzed. (C) Relative accumulation
of positive (black bars)- and negative (gray bars)-strand RNA3 and
positive-strand RNA4 (white bars) averaged over cultures from five
independent Ura colonies replicating wt B3URA3 or the indicated
sURA3 RNA. Shadowed bars indicate the subgenomic promoter
strength (ratio of subgenomic RNA4 to positive-strand RNA3) in
sURA3 RNAs and wt B3URA3. Genomic positive-strand RNA3
and subgenomic RNA4 accumulation was determined for 50 Ura
independently isolated colonies harboring wt B3URA3, recombi-
nant B3URA3 (not shown because there was no difference), or not
cloned sURA3 RNAs. Shadowed bars with the same letter are not
statistically different.
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50% of the level of subgenomic URA3 mRNA of B3URA3
(Fig. 5C). However, cells replicating sURA3 or B3URA3 grew
at equal rates on medium lacking uracil, implying that URA3
protein levels were not limiting. Moreover, for all five cloned
sURA3 RNAs, the ratio of subgenomic URA3 mRNA to
genomic sURA3 RNA was similar to that of B3URA3 (19 to
38%) (Fig. 5C). Since both subgenomic mRNA and genomic
RNA are synthesized from the same genomic length negative-
strand RNA template, this indicates that the relative strengths
of the subgenomic and genomic RNA promoters were closely
similar between B3URA3 and sURA3 RNAs. Similar sub-
genomic-to-genomic RNA ratios were found for 50 additional
Ura colonies harboring sURA3 RNAs (Fig. 5C).
Formation and selection of sURA3 RNAs. The 5 ends of all
sURA3 RNAs mapped to a short region (nt 991 to 997) in
RNA3. This specificity might arise either in generation or
functional selection of these RNAs. Secondary structure 5 to
this region, e.g., might promote premature termination during
negative-strand RNA synthesis. To determine what sequences
were required for sURA3 RNA formation, we tested a series
of 5 truncations and deletions in B35 (Fig. 6A).
When the remaining 3a coding sequences of B35 were
FIG. 6. Formation of sURA3 RNAs from B35. (A) Deletions of B35. Nucleotide numbers correspond to the wt BMV RNA3 sequence.
The number included in the name of each construct indicates the last nucleotide removed. In internal deletions of B35, the nucleotides removed
are indicated after the . RNAs were transcribed in vivo from the GAL1 promoter, and the GAL1 mRNA leader was present, as on B35. The
histogram shows the frequency of Ura cells after transcription of each construct for 72 h (9 to 10 yeast generations) in the presence of BMV
replication proteins 1a and 2apol. Bars show the averages and standard errors of results from six independent repetitions. Bars with the same letter
are not statistically significant. Letter D indicates constructs for which no Ura cells were detected. (B) Sample Northern blot of cells that acquired
a Ura phenotype after transient induction of B3909. Positive-strand RNAs were detected with a 32P-labeled probe against URA3. The B3909
progeny consisted of two sizes (open arrowhead): small replicons that comigrated with sURA3 RNAs (lane 4), and RNAs longer than sURA3
(LURA3, lanes 3, 5, and 6). The bottom panel shows ethidium bromide staining of 18S rRNA. (C) 5 sequence of representative sURA3 RNAs
derived from B3997 and B31003. Both sURA3 RNAs represent 5 truncations of the initial plasmid transcript, retaining the last 9 nt of the
GAL1 mRNA leader (indicated between vertical dashed lines) and bearing a single noncontiguous 5 G (boxed). GAL1 leader sequences were
fused to B3997 sequences from the 3a ORF (bold) or to RNA3 intergenic region in B31003. Sequence numbering corresponds to wt RNA3.
(D) 5 sequence of three LURA3 RNAs sequences derived from B3909 and their prevalence among 10 independent LURA3 cDNA clones
sequenced. All are 5-truncated derivatives of the parental B3909 transcript, including the last 9 to 10 nt of the GAL1 leader (indicated between
vertical dashed lines). An AA linker generated in cloning is over- and underlined. All downstream RNA3 sequences are in boldface type. In two
cases, these sequences are fused at the 5 end to noncontiguous AU repeats (boxed), which might have been derived by duplication of flanking
downstream sequences (underlined) or recombinational joining of upstream sequences (overlined). (E) Comparison of the 5 end of the most
prevalent LURA3 sequence from panel B to the 5 end of wt RNA3. (F) Representative sequence of a sURA3 RNA derived from B31042. Such
sURA3 RNAs contained the complete sequence of the starting B31042 transcript, initiated at a previously documented (17) alternate start site
9 nt upstream of the usually cited GAL1 transcription start, fused via a single noncontiguous G (boxed) to the last 26 nt of B31042, which
corresponds to the last 26 nt of the 3 UTR of wt RNA3, and preceded by 1 to 17 nt of A-rich sequence of unknown origin (boxed).
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progressively deleted in B3817 through B31003, Ura cells
were obtained at frequencies similar to B35 or, for B3909,
at even higher levels (Fig. 6A). Thus, 3a coding sequences
upstream of the major sURA3 RNA 5 ends (Fig. 4C) were not
required for sURA3 formation. However, production of Ura
cells was essentially abolished by deleting nt 1004 to 1042,
between the 3a coding region and the RE, either alone or as
part of larger deletions (B31042 and deletions below) (Fig.
6A). This was striking, since nt 1004 to 1042 are dispensable for
RNA template recruitment to replication complexes (42).
Northern blotting showed that all Ura cells obtained in
these experiments contained sURA3 RNA replicons coelec-
trophoresing with those from B35, with one exception.
B3909, which produced fivefold more Ura cells than B35,
produced two classes of Ura replicons: 20% of these comi-
grated with B35 sURA RNAs (Fig. 6B, lanes 2, 4), while
80%, corresponding to the excess Ura cells, migrated as
longer RNAs (LURA3 RNAs) (Fig. 6B, lanes 3, 5, 6).
Cloning and sequencing revealed that the sURA3 RNAs of
B3817, 909 and 947, all had 5 ends equivalent to those of
B35-derived sURA3 RNAs, i.e., novel 5-terminal G, GU, or
AU linked to B35 sequences downstream of RNA3 nt 991 to
997 (Fig. 4C). When the progressive deletions extended into or
beyond this region in B3997 and B31003, the resulting
sURA3 RNAs additionally incorporated the last 10 to 15 nt of
the GAL1 leader fused to the expected downstream RNA3
sequences (Fig. 6C). Consequently, just as the B35 sURA3
RNAs contained 8 to 14 nt 5 to the RNA3 intergenic region
(Fig. 4C), the B3997 and B31003 sURA3 RNAs contained
10 to 13 nt 5 to the intergenic region. In both cases, the
resulting 5 ends were AU-rich and initiated with noncontigu-
ous G, GU, or AU nt to create GUA or AUA 5 ends.
The LURA3 RNAs from B3909 similarly retained the last
9 to 10 nt of the GAL1 leader fused to the expected down-
stream RNA3 sequences (Fig. 6D). In this case, the extreme 5
ends were AU repeats either already present in the GAL1
leader (overlined in Fig. 6D) or derivable by duplicating flank-
ing sequences. Like the sURA3 RNA 5 ends (Fig. 4C), the
LURA3 5 ends also showed significant sequence similarity
with the wt RNA3 5 end (Fig. 6E).
The rare URA3 replicons produced by B31042 contained
the complete GAL1-promoted B31042 transcript sequence
fused via a single additional G downstream of the last 26 nt
from the 3 end of RNA3 (Fig. 6F). Similar dimeric or partially
dimeric RNAs are seen with nodaviruses (1) and tombusvi-
ruses (5, 33) and have been suggested to arise when RNA
polymerase initiates a new round of RNA synthesis without
releasing the daughter strand made during the previous round
(1). As more URA3 replicons were sequenced for B35 and
its derivatives, rare examples of similar partially dimeric rep-
licons were seen for other parental RNAs. Such partial dimers
thus appear to constitute a low general background that was
revealed when the primary B35-like sURA3 RNAs were
suppressed by the deletion in B31042.
Recombination required a functional template RE on both
parental RNAs. Bromovirus RNA replication occurs in endo-
plasmic reticulum membrane-bound replication complexes
(38). Recruitment of positive-strand RNA3 templates to these
membrane-associated RNA replication complexes is mediated
by 1a through a well-defined, cis-acting, template RE located
in the intergenic region. This RE is an 125-nt sequence that
folds into a long, bulged stem-loop called box B (42). Box B
sequences are conserved at the 5 ends of BMV genomic
RNAs 1 and 2 as an essential part of a similar 5-proximal
template recruiting element (4).
To determine if the RE was required on both, either, or
neither parental RNA for recombination, we made derivatives
of B35 and B33 with the RE inactivated by a 17-nt dele-
tion encompassing the conserved box B sequence (Box B)
(Fig. 7A). In the absence of 1a, RE deletion did not reduce
B35 accumulation and increased B33 accumulation (Fig.
7B). Thus, equal or greater levels of the Box B variant
RNAs were available to potentially initiate recombination.
However, as shown in Fig. 7B, these RE deletions blocked
1a-mediated recruitment of the RNAs into replication,
which was evidenced for the intact wt B35 and B33 by
a marked increase in RNA stability and accumulation asso-
ciated with RNA transfer into the protected environment of
the replication complex (38, 42).
The ability of these derivatives to support intermolecular
RNA recombination was tested in various combinations
with wt B35 and B33, using the assay established above,
in which transient transcription of B35, B33, or their
derivatives was followed by selection of Ura colonies and
Northern blot analysis to distinguish intermolecular homol-
ogous B3URA3 recombinants from sURA3 RNAs. All ex-
periments were repeated multiple times with similar results.
Figure 7C reports the results of three independent repeti-
tions. As controls, we tested unmodified B35 and B33,
reproducing the previously observed production of intermo-
lecular recombinants and sURA3 RNAs (compare Fig. 7C,
condition 3, to Fig. 3, condition 2). In contrast, when the RE
was inactivated on either parental RNA, intermolecular re-
combination was nearly abolished (Fig. 7C, conditions 2, 4,
and 5). This was perhaps most striking for the combination
of wt B35 and B33-BoxB (Fig. 7C, condition 4), which
share 450 nt of common sequence upstream of the mutated
box B in B33 where homologous recombination would
have produced wt B3URA3 (Fig. 1B). To insure that the box
B deletion in the RE (BoxB) did not interfere with recom-
bination by any transdominant negative effects, we also
tested wt B35 with B33-IR, in which RE function was
abolished by deleting the entire RE and all flanking inter-
genic sequences (Fig. 7A). This mutation also blocked in-
termolecular recombination (Fig. 7C, condition 5). Since
these combinations expressed wt B35, however, they did
produce the B33-independent sURA3 RNAs at normal
frequencies, providing an additional internal control (Fig.
7C, conditions 4 and 5). However, production of these
sURA3 RNAs was abolished when the B35 RE was inac-
tivated with a box B deletion whether the mutated RNA
(B35-BoxB) was expressed alone or in combination with
wt B33 (Fig. 7C, conditions 1 and 2). Possible explana-
tions for the RE dependence of intermolecular recombina-
tion are considered in Discussion.
Frequency of recombination and transmission per cell gen-
eration. The experiments above measured the frequencies of
recombination after inducing transcription of both B35 and
B33 or B35 alone for 72 h, which corresponded to 9 to 10
yeast generations. The accumulation of Ura cells over this
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period will be a combined function of the rates at which re-
combinant RNAs are formed and lost due to imperfect segre-
gation to daughter cells or other effects. In the absence of
selection, free B3URA3 RNA replicons are lost at a rate of 10
to 15% per cell division (16). In our experiments, previously
formed recombinant replicons might be lost at a faster rate due
to the continuous plasmid-directed production of B35 and
B33 transcripts, which may compete with replicating RNAs
for interaction with 1a and 2apol. If recombinant loss due to
such competition were significant, the final accumulation of
recombinants after several yeast generations might seriously
underestimate the actual rate of recombination.
To determine the frequency of RNA recombination and the
corresponding formation of Ura cells per cell per yeast gen-
eration and to determine the efficiency of transmission of re-
combinant RNA replicons to daughter cells, we carried out a
time course experiment. We measured the frequency of Ura
cells after inducing both B33 and B35 or B35 alone for
0, 24, 48, and 72 h. Figure 8 shows the average of three repe-
titions for each condition and time point. The frequency ofFIG. 7. (A) wt B3URA3 and its derivatives (B35, B33, andB33IR) are shown. Within the RE, the nucleotide sequence of box
B is indicated, along with the box B deletion (Box B). The intergenic
region was removed from B33 to generate B33IR. (B) RNA
accumulation in the presence () or absence () of BMV replication
protein 1a after transcription for 72 h. For each construct, six inde-
pendent cultures were analyzed: three in the presence and three in the
absence of 1a. B3URA3 and B35 were transcribed from the GAL1
promoter, while B33 and its derivatives were transcribed from the
CUP1 promoter. Three micrograms of total RNA was fractionated in
1% denaturing agarose gels. Positive-strand RNA sequences were
detected with a 32P-labeled 33a common RNA probe (Fig. 1B).
B3URA3 was used as a size marker and positive control. Ethidium
bromide staining of 18S rRNA in the same samples is indicated at the
bottom of each panel. (C) Frequency of Ura cells and RNA recom-
binants obtained after transcription of parental RNAs with or without
a functional RE in 1a2a yeast. The histogram shows the averages and
standard errors of results from three independent repetitions. Black
bars represent the percentages of cells that acquired the Ura pheno-
type and harbored either an intermolecular homologous RNA recom-
binant (gray bar) or an sURA3 RNA (white bars). Numbers in paren-
theses indicate the total number of cases observed in three
independent repetitions of the experiment. The corresponding total
number of cells plated is indicated.
FIG. 8. Time course of the generation of Ura cells after transcrip-
tion of both B35 and B33 (black squares) or only B35 (white
squares) for 72 h, during which 10 yeast generations were formed. The
percentage of Ura cells that harbored a homologous B3URA3 re-
combinant (dashed curve) was estimated by subtracting the percentage
of Ura cells obtained after induction of B35 alone (bottom curve)
from the percentage of Ura cells obtained after induction of both
B35 and B33 (top curve). Please see Results regarding the deri-
vation from these data of the frequencies of formation of RNA re-
combinants and sURA3 RNAs and their transmittal efficiency to
daughter cells per yeast generation.
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Ura cells increased throughout the 72 h tested (Fig. 8), sug-
gesting that the majority of Ura recombinants formed early
must be present at later time points. Using equation 4 pre-
sented in the last section of Materials and Methods and the
values shown in Fig. 8 for B33 and B35 or B35 alone,
the efficiency of Ura replicon transmission to daughter cells
at each cell division was88%, in excellent agreement with the
prior measurement of 85 to 90% for unselected B3URA3
replicons (16). Similarly, using equation 5 from Materials and
Methods and the values shown in Fig. 8, the fraction of cells
that acquire a Ura phenotype per yeast cell generation (8 h)
was found to be 2.6  104 for B33 plus B35 induction
(B3URA3 plus sURA3 replicons) and 0.9  104 for B35
alone (sURA3 replicons), implying a frequency of 1.7  104
per cell per generation for the formation of homologous inter-
molecular recombinant B3URA3 replicons. These recombina-
tion frequencies are 50% higher than the estimates obtained
without considering transmission losses, i.e., simply dividing
the recombinant yields (Fig. 3) by the number of yeast gener-
ations.
DISCUSSION
Because of the importance of RNA recombination in virus
evolution and short-term variability, we developed here an
inducible system for BMV RNA recombination in yeast. Yeast
also support the formation of tombusvirus RNA dimers, a form
of RNA recombination that has been suggested to be due to
reinitiation of RNA synthesis on the same template RNA A (5,
32, 33). Our experiments show that yeast also support homol-
ogous, intermolecular recombination between two distinct
BMV RNAs as well as formation of truncated RNA3 repli-
cons. After transiently expressing replication-incompetent,
overlapping, fragments of B3URA3 (Fig. 1B) in Ura yeast
expressing BMV replication factors 1a and 2apol, replication-
competent, URA3-expressing recombinant RNAs were se-
lected by yeast growth in the absence of uracil. Two classes of
RNA progeny were identified and characterized: homologous
intermolecular recombinants between B35 and B33, re-
generating full-length B3URA3 (Fig. 3 to 4), and sURA3 de-
rivatives of B35, whose further truncated 5 ends were fused
to one or a few noncontiguous nucleotides (Fig. 4C), generat-
ing novel positive-strand promoters.
In keeping with the much lower rates (102- to 103-fold lower)
of DNA recombination for nonlinearized plasmids (9), multi-
ple results showed that recombination occurred at the level of
viral RNAs, not DNA (Fig. 3). The need for 1a and 2apol to
generate and maintain Ura cells (Fig. 3, conditions 1, 2, 6,
and 7), e.g., showed that Ura cells did not arise by generating
a DNA locus expressing URA3. The need to induce both B35
and B33 RNAs to generate B3URA3 recombinants (Fig. 3,
conditions 2, 3, and 5) showed that Ura cells did not arise by
recombination between pB35 and pB33 plasmids (Fig. 1B)
to generate a full-length B3URA3 cDNA from which RNA
replication could have been launched by CUP1 promoter in-
duction alone.
This system offers multiple useful features for studying RNA
recombination events due to facile yeast growth, selection, and
genetic manipulation; the ability to readily modify, express,
and repress the parental BMV RNA derivatives, their support-
ing BMV replication factors, and host factors; and consistent,
precisely measurable recombination frequencies (Fig. 3, 7C,
and 8). Below we discuss additional features of the recombi-
nants and their generation.
Homologous intermolecular RNA recombination. Most of
the Ura replicons recovered were homologous recombinants
between B35 and B33, yielding B3URA3 (Fig. 3 to 4A).
Cloning and sequencing five representative recombinants con-
firmed restoration of the full B3URA3 sequence, showing that
the junction sites were perfect and located in the 618-nt region
of sequence identity between these parental RNAs (Fig. 1B).
B33 lacks a negative-strand RNA promoter and, even in
the presence of 1a and 2apol, exists only as a positive-strand
RNA (Fig. 2). Such B33 positive strands might recombine
with B35 through breakage and ligation or template switch-
ing. Below we note that breakage and ligation appear incon-
sistent with requirements for a template recruitment element
on both parental RNAs (Fig. 7C). By contrast, template
switching during negative-strand synthesis is fully consistent
with the results. B35 directs substantial synthesis of negative
strands (Fig. 2) that could switch to B33 templates in the
region of shared homology. Template switching is also consis-
tent with the requirement for a major cis-acting RNA replica-
tion signal, the RE, for recombination (see the next section),
with the influences of RNA replication factors 1a and 2apol on
RNA recombination in plants (31) and with evidence for tem-
plate switching during negative-strand RNA synthesis by po-
liovirus and other positive-strand RNA viruses (22, 26).
RE requirement for homologous RNA recombination. Inter-
molecular, homologous RNA recombination required a func-
tional template RE on both parental RNAs (Fig. 7C). Since
RE mutations induce dramatic, parallel defects in template
recruitment, negative-strand synthesis, and positive-strand syn-
thesis (42), a recombinant RNA must possess a functional RE
to be a stable, selectable replicon. However, since B35 and
B33 share sequence identity on both sides of the RE (Fig.
1B), unrestricted homologous recombination would allow the
RE to be contributed by either parental RNA. Even if recom-
bination were polarized so that one parent preferentially do-
nated the RE, RE mutation would be allowed on the other
parent. This appears to exclude some mechanisms. If, e.g.,
homologous RNA recombinants were formed prior to RNA
replication, as by breakage and ligation, RE mutation should
be allowed on one parent. Similarly, if recombination involved
initial association of both parental RNAs in a partial hetero-
duplex (30), a single RE should suffice to recruit this hetero-
duplex to the replication complex.
At least two nonexclusive hypotheses might explain the RE
requirements. The RE might be required on both parental
RNAs for independent recruitment to the RNA replication
complex. Alternatively or in addition, the RE might be a pre-
ferred recombination site. The RE interaction with 1a (42)
might promote replicase dissociation from a donor template or
reassociation with an acceptor template.
BMV RNA replication occurs in 50- to 70-nm membrane-
bounded compartments that sequester positive- and negative-
strand RNA templates. Similar compartments are associated
with RNA replication by many other positive-strand RNA vi-
ruses (8, 38). BMV negative-strand RNAs are synthesized and
retained in these compartments (38), consistent with observa-
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tions that negative-strand RNAs cannot be transferred be-
tween replication complexes (18). Accordingly, template
switching during negative-strand synthesis likely requires re-
cruitment of both parental RNAs to a single replication com-
plex. This would explain the requirement for REs on both
parents and likely contributes to the relatively low frequency of
RNA recombination.
The RE requirement in recombination is not explainable
simply as an enhancement of parental RNA accumulation. In
the absence of 1a, deleting the RE had no effect on B35
accumulation and increased B33 accumulation (Fig. 7B). In
the presence of 1a, RE deletion inhibited B35 and B33
accumulation only 4-fold (Fig. 7B) but inhibited intermolec-
ular RNA recombination by at least 45- to 250-fold (Fig. 7C).
Thus, recombination correlated with an active RE signal func-
tional in recruiting parental RNAs to replication complexes.
Frequency of Ura cells and RNA recombination. When
B3URA3 transcripts were induced in 1a2a yeast to launch
RNA replication without recombination, 25% of cells became
Ura bearing B3URA3 replicons (Fig. 5A). When B35 and
B33 transcripts were coinduced under the same conditions,
Ura cells bearing homologous, B3URA3 recombinants were
reproducibly isolated at a frequency of 8  104 per cell
(Fig. 3 and 8) or 3  103 of the frequency of nonrecombi-
nant, full-length B3URA3. This is similar to the upper fre-
quency of 2  103 homologous recombinants per nonre-
combinant genome recovered from mixed poliovirus
infections measuring recombination between markers 600 nt
apart (21), similar to the 618-nt overlap between B35 and
B33 (Fig. 1B).
In plants, some forms of intermolecular BMV RNA recom-
bination occur in 10 to 100% of local lesions (29). These rates
are difficult to compare to the above frequencies of BMV and
poliovirus recombinants per wt genome, since individual local
lesions can contain over 100 cells (25), each bearing over 106
BMV genomes (27). In other experiments with parallels to this
study, 25% of tobacco protoplasts inoculated with wt RNA1,
RNA2, and RNA3 became infected (18), while only 1 per 105
protoplasts inoculated with RNA1, RNA2, and an RNA3 de-
rivative lacking the 3 noncoding region acquired replicating
RNA3 by nonhomologous recombination with RNA1 or
RNA2 (18). Thus, while the frequencies of initiating replica-
tion by replication-competent RNA3 were similar in tobacco
and yeast, the frequency of nonhomologous intermolecular
recombinants per wt replicon in tobacco cells was 10- to 100-
fold lower than the frequency of homologous recombinants in
our experiments, whether measured as 8  104 per cell per
9 or 10 yeast generations (Fig. 3 and 8) or as 1.7  104 per
cell per yeast generation (Fig. 8 and associated Results text).
This is consistent with general expectations that guiding ho-
mology might facilitate homologous over nonhomologous in-
termolecular recombination.
Generation of truncated RNA replicons from nonreplicating
B35. B35 RNA did not support BMV positive-strand
RNA synthesis but gave rise to Ura sURA3 RNA replicons at
a frequency of 0.9  104 per cell per generation (Fig. 3,
condition 7; and Fig. 6A). sURA3 RNAs were characterized by
nearly complete deletion of 3a gene sequences from B35,
creating new 5 ends in which the last 7 to 13 nt of the 3a ORF
were fused to one or a few additional 5 terminal nucleotides
not contiguous in the starting sequence (Fig. 4C).
Deletion analysis showed that production of these truncated
sURA3 RNAs required no specific nucleotide upstream of
their 5 endpoints of (nt 991 to 997) (Fig. 4C). Thus, generating
the truncated 5 ends of these replicons was not a highly spe-
cific limiting process in sURA3 RNA creation. As long as
appropriate downstream sequences were provided (next para-
graph), such novel 5 ends were generated with nearly equal
frequencies at sites 10 to 15 nt upstream of the RNA3 inter-
genic region whether these upstream sequences were derived
from the 3a ORF (B35, B3817, B3947) (Fig. 4C and 6A)
or GAL1 leader (B3997, B31003) (Fig. 6C). These 5-trun-
cated ends may have been generated by RNA template cleav-
age, polymerase pausing during negative-strand synthesis, or
internal initiation of positive-strand RNA. Such 5-truncated
ends usually bore one or more 5 nucleotides not contiguous in
the starting sequence, possibly added by nontemplated synthe-
sis by BMV polymerase (39), local duplications (Fig. 4C,
sURA3 RNAs 2 and 4; Fig. 6D, second and third LURA3
RNAs), or recombination with surrounding sequences.
In contrast to upstream flexibility, nt 1003 to 1042, immedi-
ately downstream of the 5 endpoints, were required for
sURA3 RNA appearance (Fig. 6A). These sequences appear
more likely required for sURA3 RNA replication than gener-
ation, since they comprised the replicon 5 ends (Fig. 4C) and
contained similarities to the wt RNA3 5 end (Fig. 4D). The
ability of these 5 sequences to support positive-strand RNA
synthesis was confirmed by the stable maintenance of sURA3
RNA replicons (Fig. 4B), even after loss of the B35 plasmid,
and by efficient launching of sURA3 replication from cDNA
clones (Fig. 5A).
Similar conclusions emerged from the B3909 LURA3
RNAs (Fig. 6D) whose 5 ends retained the last 9 to 10 nt of
the GAL1 leader fused to RNA3 nt 910 onward. Since the
LURA3 5 truncation sites were in the GAL1 leader common
to all parental RNAs in Fig. 6A and also served as 5 trunca-
tion sites in B3997 and B31003 sURA3 RNAs (Fig. 6C),
similarly truncated RNAs were likely formed by other parental
RNAs but were not functional in replication. Thus, recovery of
sURA3 and LURA3 replicons with 5 ends from only certain
sites, such as wt RNA3 nt 991 to 997 or the B3909 junction of
GAL1 sequences to RNA3 nt 910, appears due to the ability of
only certain sequences to support positive-strand RNA synthe-
sis.
The profound effects of 5 sequences on BMV positive-
strand RNA synthesis are best studied for RNA2, where se-
quence-function relations suggest contributions by multiple
mechanisms (41). wt RNA3 lacks some 5 features important
for RNA2 replication (41) but replicates to higher levels in
vivo. The 5 ends of all sURA3, LURA3, and partially dimeric
replicons from B31042 share several features with RNA3
(Fig. 4D and 6E and F). These include GUA or AUA 5 ends,
which are common in the bromoviridae (2, 7, 12); A- or AU-
rich 5 proximal sequences; and at 20 nt from the 5 end,
similarity to wt RNA3, nt 18 to 22 (UCUCG). Similarly, RNA2
nt 17 to 21 are important determinants of positive-strand RNA
synthesis (41). Intriguingly, sequence similarities between the
BMV RNA3 intergenic region and 5 end of RNA3 from
another bromovirus, cowpea chlorotic mottle virus, suggested
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that the natural cowpea chlorotic mottle virus RNA3 5 end
might have been generated by processes similar to the deriva-
tion of sURA3 RNAs from B35 (2).
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